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Details of Visit:

Author: kadeer
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 25 Jul 2010 15:00
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Stunning Indian Sonam - Highly Recommended
Website: http://www.indian-palace.com/116/info/2015%20indian%20sonam.html
Phone: 07572222915

The Premises:

Nice flat - clean and tidy, Central London.

The Lady:

Busty and very attractive young Asian lady. Jada's slim, petite (with curves in all the right places)
and very sexy. She's got long dark hair, soft skin and a gorgeous pert bum. She also has delicate
and small feet that are well cared for - which is an added bonus and turn on for me !

The Story:

I'm going to split this review into two sections. Read to the end and you'll realise why !

I've been seeing Jada for quite some time, and she's probably my favourite girl at this
establishment. As always with her, I'm greeted like an old friend with a hug and the most wonderful
smile. She's got a naturally bubbly personality & holds great conversation too.

I saw her today after a few weeks and had her out of her skimpy dress and fully naked in seconds,
as I began to gently kiss her bare back whilst fondling those large firm breasts. At the same time,
my erect member was pressing up against her and getting thicker by the second.

What makes Jada so amazing, is that she senses exactly what I want next and is a very responsive
lover. At one stage, whilst I was kissing and admiring those beautiful boobs, she slightly parted her
legs for me so that I could get a clear view of the inviting folds of her vagina lips and also admire
how neatly trimmed she was down there. Anyway, Jada started off with a massage and she then
straddled me as I played with her breasts. To have those dangling in your face and inviting your lips
to explore is an amazing experience.

She then descended to pleasure me with seductive and erotic oral. It's a real turn on for me when I
see that pretty little mouth completely filled with my erect manhood, and watch her busily exploring
its full length.

After some time, I was aching to slip inside her and sure enough this sexy babe lay down and
invited me to penetrate her which I did. Unlike a number of the more petite girls that I've had, Jada's
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able to accomodate all of my full manhood deep inside her and can match my energy for sex. In
that regard, she's a lot like Yasmin (my other favourite lady) who has sadly now left. What followed
was one of the most vigorous and intensive sex sessions I've had for some time.

In all honesty, I've lost track of how many different positions I had her in. I do recall that at one stage
I even had her riding on my manhood and frantically grinding away whilst I responded with deep
thrusts from below. We only concluded when she very sweetly and gently whispered into my ear,
and asked me to come for her. And so I did.. finally letting myself go so that I could explode inside
this sexy young lady.

Jada's a truly special girl with a great personality and really knows how to please a man. She never
rushes me and I always leave fully satisfied. A real diamond !

Part 2: Indian Palace itself -

On several occasions now, I've visited and have been kept waiting. Once there was mix up with the
booking, another time they'd fitted another client in, on another occasion someone had over-run etc.
On another occasion, I was told to come back 20 mins later (even though I had booked well in
advance and they knew that I was due at 8PM). I even once bumped into another client on my way
out... the list goes on. The lack of organisation and timing arrangements at this place now seems to
be becoming a trademark. Especially.. as I am always on time and let them know even if I'm slightly
delayed.

My instinct is that this place is now under new management - there seems to be a different lady on
the reception phone now and it feels that they are trying to cram in too many appointments.

To be fair, they do still make sure you get your full time with the lady but you really don't want to be
kept waiting.

Another noticeable trend is that some of the ladies here (certainly not Jada though) will pressure
you into finishing early if you wish to freshen up. You really can't blame the lady for this as I think it
comes from management pressure rather than the lady herself - I have a friend who used to work in
one of these establishments, so do have that on reliable authority.

Finally, Indian Palace continue to persist with their legendary and mood killing male maid. I know
many people have commented on this already..

So only 3/10 for Indian Palace as I do feel that management aren't anywhere near as attentive to
their clients as they once were. Guys, I've been visiting this place for years and as a regular I really
can tell !

I'll probably still visit but it will be far less often now; that's a reflection on management rather than
the girls. Well, if you're paying money (especially the amount that I do) you do expect service in
return !

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Dear Kadeer,
we would just like to say that we try our very best to make sure the appointments do run on time
and everybody that visits us leaves happy even if they are running late for their appointment
themselves. If a person runs quite late for their appointment, they themselves are happy to cut their
booked time down if the lady is expecting a prebooked appointment.
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In you part about Indian Palace itself, you yourself have said 'as I am always on time and let them
know even if I'm slightly delayed'. If you are slightly delayed and still want your full time when you
arrive, this will of course run into the next customers time. And if lots of appointments are running
slightly late, this affects the way things are organised. We don't live in a perfect world where
everything runs smoothly, especially people running late for appointments. It's not us that cause the
'organisation and timing arrangements' to not run smoothly. It is simply because people do run late
for their appointments.
You also say that you have been coming to our place for 'years'. And you also say 'I even once
bumped into another client on my way out'. You know and we know 'bumping into clients', does not
happen often.

Your observation of 'new management' and a 'different lady on the reception phone' is completely
wrong! As all of our regulars know, the same receptionists have been on the phone for years. We
have no new receptionist.
We don't 'cram in too many appointments'. We try and make sure everyone is happy even if they
are running late for their appointment.

Our response to your comment about being 'pressured to finish early' if you wish to freshen up is:
When someone wants to take a shower, they do spend time in the bathroom. It's only fair to include
this in your time as all your stuff would be left in the bedroom till you come out of the shower. Then
you would come back to the bedroom, the lady would be talking to you while you got dressed and
then say goodbye to you. We feel that it would be a bit rude after the customer has finished his
service, to then let the customer have a shower and put all their belongings in the bathroom and not
have the lady say goodbye after the service.

We don't feel that you are being understanding enough of the fact that other appointments run late
as you do sometimes and this affects the next appointment. You are obviously unhappy about
having to wait and want to blame management, but that is not really fair.
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